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Already every fourth vehicle on AmberOne uses the AmberGO system 

By now 18 months have passed since the launch of the AmberGO automatic payment system. 
During that time 410,438 vehicles were registered in the system and the number of automatic 
transactions at the end of November 2020 reached 25% of the total. At some interchanges the 
number of transactions with AmberGO even exceeds 40%! This is very encouraging and if this 
trend continues during the holiday season gates dedicated exclusively to automatic payments 
will not have to be switched to mixed mode during increased traffic. Remember: the 
effectiveness of the system depends on its popularity among drivers.  

We are constantly expanding the AmberGO system, making efforts to make it easily 
accessible, user-friendly and intuitive. The system is now available directly in our AmberOne 
application. You can also join the system using external payment applications: Autopay and 
SkyCash. The system can also be joined through a number of banking applications: IKO, 
Bank Millennium, EnveloBank, PeoPay, Alior Bank and Moje ING mobile and in the 
application Yanosik. 

The analysis of behavior at the plazas  and the results of a survey conducted among drivers 
indicated a need to introduce modifications to the marking of the lanes at the plazas.  In order 
to meet the expectations, we are changing the marking of the exit and entry lanes dedicated 
only to the AmberGO system.  These lanes  will henceforth be marked with the "camera" 
symbol, the word "only" and the AmberGO sign.  

We hope that the change will improve the understanding of the marking and a decrease in the 
number of drivers incorrectly entering and blocking the gates dedicated exclusively to 
AmberGO. The "camera" symbol as a designation of the lanes handling automatic payments 
is also used on other motorways in Europe . We also remind AmberGO users that the system 
works at all AmberOne A1 Motorway lanes  - not only at dedicated lanes. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of the new signage. 

 


